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a b s t r a c t

As distributed generations (DG) and electric vehicles (EV) are widely integrated into power systems, the
power network has undergone significant changes in structure, function, and operational characteris-
tics. Therefore, effective management and control of distributed energy sources and EV charging power
by power system operators becomes necessary. In this paper, the physical characteristics of new power
systems are summarized. The influence of DG and EV connected to power systems on system planning
is analyzed. Then, based on the review of the existing planning models, the problems and technical
difficulties are reviewed from the aspects of control strategy, power flow calculation, uncertainty
processing, network planning, and equipment planning. Considering the problems and challenges, key
technologies are presented. Finally, future directions are provided in four aspects, including system
interdependence, various EV charging response, system resilience, and planning evaluation.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In new power systems, the integration of renewable-based
istributed generations (DGs) and electric vehicles (EVs) is seen
s a promising solution to alleviate dependence on depleted fossil
uel reserves, increase energy security, and provide an environ-
entally friendly solution to the growing demand for electricity

Coster et al., 2010). The increasing penetration of DGs and EVs
as brought many technical and economic challenges to power
ystems (Mahat et al., 2011). The main problems are as follows:
(1) It is difficult to effectively forecast fluctuations of the

enewable-based DG output and EV charging power (Kang and
ao, 2017). On the one hand, distributed renewable energy with
trong randomness and volatility makes its power generation
luctuate considerably. On the other hand, the charging power of
Vs is greatly influenced by the subjective charging behavior of
V users, which is also unpredictable. Massive integration leads
o frequency and voltage fluctuations in the distribution network,
ffecting the operation quality.
(2) It is difficult to centrally manage all components in the dis-

ribution system (Wang et al., 2020). Due to poor interconnection
apability and optimization calculation, each subsystem operator
sually manages the energy within the area or the subsystem
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nc-nd/4.0/).
independently. Due to the fluctuating and intermittent effects
of renewable energy and EVs, the power balance is challenging
to ensure. Therefore, they lack flexible power dispatch ability in
networking.

(3) It is challenging to optimize the location and capacity of
EV charging equipment and distribution generations (Liu et al.,
2013, 2021). Investment costs, renewable energy utilization, and
network operational efficiency need to be considered to increase
economic performance and energy efficiency.

New power systems with DGs and EVs are considered an
innovative solution to address the above issues. Compared with
conventional power systems, new power systems allow for a
more efficient dispatch strategy and more flexible regulation
and, therefore, significantly outperform conventional systems in
addressing the fluctuation, realizing distributed control, and re-
ducing losses.

For new power systems, current research has focused on
system-level studies emphasizing operational control strategies
and optimization of energy dispatch (Guo et al., 2020), while
system planning and configuration are relatively less concerned.
Research has also been conducted on the location and capacity
determination of DGs and EV charging equipment (Liu et al.,
2013), the network structure of the distribution network (Xiao
et al., 2021), and the centralized dispatch model (Li et al., 2021b).
However, these planning methods and models do not consider
the new features of new power systems, such as flexible network-
ing, controllable power flow, tight source-network-load-storage
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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oupling, and the impact of highly-dispersed sustainable energy
ntegration.

The main contributions of the paper are the following:

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this review paper
is among the first to systematically summarize the phys-
ical and morphological characteristics of new power sys-
tems for implications of these new characteristics for system
planning.

• Modeling classification of system planning in new power
systems is proposed including modeling from system-level
aspect and modeling from equipment-level aspect.

• A comprehensive review of the related literature is summa-
rized to provide future research directions on some critical
technologies in new power system planning problems.

This paper systematically analyzes the physical and morpho-
ogical characteristics of new power systems and summarizes the
mplications of these new characteristics for system planning in
ection 2. By scoping the current work, the main difficulties faced
n the optimal planning of distribution networks in the context
f a high proportion of renewable energy and EV integration are
ddressed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, the paper provides
uture directions on some critical technologies in new power
ystem planning problems.

. New features of new power systems

.1. System structure

Compared with the traditional power system, the new power
ystem is characterized by the dominance of renewable energy
ources (Li et al., 2022). With the goal of carbon peaking and
arbon neutrality, the proportion of renewable energy in primary
nergy consumption is increasing, accelerating the replacement
f traditional fossil energy (Zhou, 2022). Furthermore, to fully
upport the efficient development and utilization of renewable
nergy, demand response technology is another essential fea-
ure of new power systems, which is also a necessary part of
‘source-network-load-storage’’ coupling in the power system.
emand response technologies can reallocate electricity demand
romptly and potentially support the system to balance and limit
eak demand, significantly improving the cost-effectiveness of
ow-carbon power systems. Among these flexible demand tech-
ologies, EVs offer outstanding flexibility potential due to their
nherent capabilities, batteries to store electricity, and vehicle-to-
rid (V2G) capabilities that allow EVs to inject stored electricity
nto the grid. The charging and discharging power of electric
ehicles on the power demand side will also become a flexible
nd schedulable resource in new power systems. Therefore, in
iew of the two main characteristics of the new power system,
he traditional power system’s structure, composition, and in-
eraction mode have undergone profound changes driven by the
onvergence with a higher proportion of renewable energy.
The structural diagram of new power systems are shown in

ig. 1. Large-scale integration of distributed wind power and pho-
ovoltaic power generation on the power supply side. At the same
ime, EVs and energy storage can also be integrated as flexible
egulating power supplies, resulting in uncertainty at the source.
n the power demand side, much active response and two-way
nteraction capabilities have emerged, which puts forward new
equirements for users to participate in energy management and
ncreases the uncertainty of the power demand side.
502
2.2. Key equipment and its model

2.2.1. EV charging loads
The new power system charging load for the power system

will include two crucial flexible charging technologies: smart
charging and V2G charging.

Smart charging: According to Ref. Ding et al. (2018), smart
harging loads can be classified into two categories to account for
he peculiarities of various consumers: contract charging fleets
nd price-sensitive commercial charging clients. It might be ar-
ued that price-sensitive commercial clients can respond to the
harging prices published by the EV charging stations in earlier
ays. It is representative of the vast majority of EV users who
ave flexible charging schedules and who can base their charging
hoices on the cost of charging and their sensitivity to price
hanges. Price elasticity varies between them in their responses.
he contracted EV charging fleet, namely the second kind of
harging load, is expected to be in dispatchable demand. A com-
ercial EV bus or taxi fleet that contracts with a charging station

s the second form of charging load. As long as they adhere to
equirements like final state of charge (SoC) and completion time,
harging stations can make charging plans based on time-varying
perational expenses.
V2G charging: V2G, short for Vehicle-to-Grid, is a charging

echnology showing that EVs interact with the grid (Western
ower Distribution, 2017). When the EVs are not in use, the elec-
ricity from the onboard battery in EVs can be sold to the power
ystem. If the onboard battery in EVs needs to be recharged, the
ower flows from the grid to the EV. V2G is more efficient than
mart charging due to the ability to make the stored energy from
he EVs back into the power system during the peak electricity
rice period. In this way, V2G technology is similar to distributed
ower generation. This helps provide additional energy to the
ower system, reducing the demand on the grid.

.2.2. Distributed Generations (DGs)
DGs have the characteristics of smaller size, a larger number,

nd a shorter construction period than traditional generations.
hese characteristics put forward new requirements for the plan-
ing of new power systems. In order to provide efficient and
igh-quality grid-connected operation services for large-scale de-
elopment of DGs, the power system needs to be transformed
nd technically upgraded in advance, optimizing the manage-
ent mode of grid-connected services, transaction settlement,
peration and maintenance regulation, and control, and improv-
ng the management system and technical standard system. The
arge-scale access of DGs brings more uncertainty and random-
ess to new power systems, and the operation mode would be
ore complex. It is difficult for traditional deterministic planning

o adapt to new power systems construction, and the network
lanning needs to change to multi-scene probabilistic planning.
Wind turbine: One of the most well-known renewable energy

ources, wind energy has been used in various ways. Recent years
ave seen a considerable increase in the installation of wind
urbines worldwide due to environmental issues, rising fossil
uel prices, and advancements in wind technology. It should be
nderlined that the need to develop renewable energy sources,
articularly wind energy, is inescapable given the depletion of
ossil fuels and the release of greenhouse gases. As a result, there
s a global movement to find solutions to every problem relating
o the advancement of wind turbines. Wind turbines are devices
hat transform mechanical energy from wind’s kinetic energy.
he most common application for this mechanical energy is the
reation of electrical energy. Wind farms, which are made up
f several wind turbines that may either be connected to the
ain grid or generate electricity on their own, can be built using
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Fig. 1. Framework of a new power system.
ind turbines. Nowadays, a single wind turbine is most often
sed in distribution networks. A wind turbine’s capacity can-
ot be increased because of practical, economical, and technical
onstraints.
Solar panel: The source of solar energy is the sun. Photons,

the tiny energy particles that make up solar light, are used by
solar panels, also known as ‘‘PV panels’’, to generate electricity
that may be used to power electrical equipment. Solar panels can
be used for a wide variety of other things in addition to producing
electricity for residential and commercial solar electric systems,
including remote power systems for cabins, telecommunications
equipment, remote sensing, and more.

Energy Storage System (ESS): To sustain power supply and
avoid energy shortages, new power systems are frequently fitted
with ESS. However, ESSs have expensive installation fees and
limited lifespans because they are frequently charged and dis-
charged. In general, low market prices are anticipated for ESS and
high market prices for release.

3. Review of research on optimal network planning

3.1. Basic planning model

Optimal planning is the process of selecting the best scheme
or combination of schemes from all system designs or equip-
ment parameters (including installation quantity and location)
using mathematical optimization and comprehensive evaluation
while keeping various resource constraints, the environment, and
system operation in mind. It strives to provide maximum sys-
tem support by meeting all system operating conditions. It is
the primary issue to be addressed during the system planning
stage. Fig. 2 depicts the essential planned contents of new power
systems. The planning themes primarily involve the design of
voltage categorization, source-load-storage zoning, and network
architecture at the system level, as well as the setup of DG, energy
storage, and EV charging stations at the equipment level. Be-
cause the issue of planning covers all aspects of source-network-
storage-load, optimal planning of new power systems is a multi-
dimensional and multi-stage complicated task.

When modeling, these planning problems must be abstracted
into mathematical formation. The general form of the optimiza-
tion model is presented in Eqs. (1)–(4), where the variables in-

dis
clude discrete variable x (e.g., in or out of the equipment, 0–1

503
variable) and continuous variable xcon. (e.g. equipment capacity).

min
∑

i

∑
t

OBJ
(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
(1)

s.t.

BOU
(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
≤ 0, ∀i ∈ {1,N} (2)

OPE
(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
≤ ED, ∀t ∈ {1, T } (3)

REL
(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
≤ EENS (4)

The objective function OBJ
(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
in Eq. (1) is set to mini-

mize the overall cost of investment, construction, and operation.
In constraints (2), BOU

(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
reflect configuration boundary

conditions such as equipment capacity and service life, network
topology, investment scale, and renewable energy permeability
limits. In constraints (3), OPE

(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
displays the system op-

eration constraints, primarily the power flow equation and safe
boundary. It is more complicated because of the usage of con-
verter equipment because converter constraints such as the range
of port control parameters change (droop control coefficient,
modulation degree, etc.) and control mode switching restrictions
must also be considered. Reliability constraints are denoted by
REL

(
xdisi,t , x

con
i,t

)
in constraints (4). The requirements of the planned

scheme for connectivity in the event of failure or partial power
deficit are primarily described by reliability restrictions. The up-
per limit of energy demand is known as ED, while the upper limit
of inadequate energy supply is known as EENS. The projected
time and the equipment’s serial number are represented by the
variables t and i respectively. N is the entire amount of equipment
and T is the overall planning time. It is quite challenging to
unify the modeling since there are so many planning factors,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, and each variable has different phases
and levels. As a result, the majority of recent research only pays
attention to one of the planning contents in Fig. 2. Formula (1)–(4)
are established with decision variables, objectives, and restric-
tions during the modeling process for specific system planning
subjects.

The source-load-storage and flexible networking capabilities
of new power systems can be fully utilized to enhance the dis-
patching functionality of the system. The modeling of the link
between the source, network, load, and storage must therefore be
considered during the planning phase. However, the distribution
patterns in time and space of distributed renewable energy have

complicated effects on the electrical grid. When modeling, data
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Fig. 2. Planning contents in new power systems.
rom many ranges and time scales both inside and outside the
ystem must be considered. The planning model must also meet
he requirements for free and redundant connections between
uses as well as the availability of renewable energy. Creating a
odel employing holistic, unified, and undifferentiated analysis

echniques for decision-making and optimizing complex systems
s challenging. Even though some researchers have looked into
he source-load-temporal storage’s coupling properties and the
etwork’s and generation’s joint planning, the transmission sys-
em is where most of these topics are applied. The issue of
ollaborative modeling still has to be resolved because there is
till a dearth of studies on the distribution system’s characteristics
nd the relationships between its subsystems that complement
ne another.

.2. Review and scope of current work

.2.1. Control strategy
To maintain the stable operation of the power network and

nhance the economics of network operation, it is especially cru-
ial to select an acceptable control architecture in a new power
ystem where distributed power sources are connected on a wide
cale. New power systems’ control structures typically fall into
hree categories: local control, centralized control, or distributed
ontrol.
Local control: Local control, also decentralized control, is the

ocal regulation of an operable unit’s output power using only
ts local electrical data. The sole requirement for communication
etween controllable units in local control is a local controller at
ach unit since it does not require a control center or coordinate
he control of many controllable units. Each controllable unit can
eact fast based on local information and maintain the power
alance of the distribution network in real-time because there
s no communication channel. To ensure the stable operation
f the distribution network, the local controller in local control
ollects the voltage and frequency data of the nearby distributed
ower sources in real-time and regulates their output active and
eactive power. Control reliability is significantly increased, and
ommunication costs are decreased because the DGs use their
ocal electrical information and do not need to interact. Due to
he lack of coordination between the various types of adjustable
esources, the control method cannot achieve optimal control of
he entire network when too many distributed power sources
re connected to the distribution network. Additionally, because
504
there is no communication system, the speed at which voltage
and frequency recover after disrupting new power systems are
slow, making system stability challenges.

Centralized control: In contrast to local control, centralized
control involves creating a cluster control center in new power
systems. This center will gather and process data from all re-
sources that can be controlled within the network and will send
control signals to all units that can be controlled in order to
achieve coordinated control over the entire new power system.
Following this control architecture, the central controller gathers
and analyzes the voltage and power data from each distributed
power source in new power systems, then produces control in-
formation provided to each power source (Reneses et al., 2006).
Compared to local control, centralized control can achieve opti-
mal control of the entire network, encourage the use of renewable
energy in new power systems, reduce system network loss, and
realize the economic operation of the entire network (Li et al.,
2021a). This control architecture is equivalent to adding a sec-
ond control layer to local control. The local controllers of each
distributed power source receive the control signals from the
centralized controller and modify the power of each distributed
power source accordingly to respond to the centralized control
signals.

Distributed control: Distributed control is built based on lo-
cal control and centralized control. Distributed control generally
divides new power systems into multiple sub-regions according
to specific rules and achieves optimal operation of the entire
network through autonomous control within each sub-region and
coordinated control among sub-regions. Distributed control is
free from the dependence on the central controller, and each
controllable resource does not need to send information to or re-
ceive control signals from the central controller but only needs to
interact with neighboring units to achieve optimal global control,
which significantly reduces the communication and computation
pressure and improves the operational reliability and practicality
of new power systems. Distributed control combines the ad-
vantages of local control and centralized control, reduces data
communication while achieving optimal control of the whole net-
work, and has been widely used for coordinated control of new
power systems with the support of multi-agent technology (Cao
et al., 2021). Currently, distributed control of new power systems
can be divided into two types according to the presence or ab-
sence of a centralized controller: distributed control strategy with
a centralized controller and a fully distributed control strategy. In
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istributed control with a centralized controller, each controllable
nit communicates with its neighboring units and transmits in-
ormation to its regional centralized controller to achieve global
ptimization. In contrast, in fully distributed control, each con-
rollable unit only communicates with its neighboring units and
chieves global optimization through a consistency algorithm.

.2.2. Power flow calculation
Optimal planning is based on power flow analysis. The steady-

tate analysis model, which is an algebraic equation satisfying
irchhoff’s law and adhering to the corresponding physical char-
cteristics of the power system, is typically used in the power
low calculation for planning as the time scale taken into account
n the planning stage is large enough to neglect the transient
rocess. The novel power system, which differs from conventional
ower systems in that its power flow is controllable, necessi-
ates the addition of control equations to the system steady-state
odel equation to create a non-linear power flow calculation
quation group. Power flow analysis, a well-established field in
lectric transmission networks, aims to determine the voltage at
ach system bus and the power flowing in the network lines.
steady-state solution is offered by the power flow model in

esponse to a particular set of loads, generation, and network
arameters. AC power flow is the precise model that describes
he non-linear and non-convex relationship between voltage and
odal power injection. However, the power flow equations can
e approximated by a set of linear equations known as the DC
ower flow model after adopting some simplifying assumptions.
AC power flow model: Through a series of non-linear and

non-convex equations, the AC power flow model defines the
relationship between injected power, voltage magnitude, and
voltage angle at each bus (Mei et al., 2014). The problem for
non-linear term in AC power flows can be iteratively solved by
employing the Gauss–Seidel, Newton–Raphson, or fast decou-
pling techniques. The AC Optimal Power Flow (ACOPF) framework
can be used to determine the best overall solution by trans-
forming the problem into a convex semi-definite program and
applying convex relaxation techniques. Ref. Cao et al. (2019)
employed a second-order conic program formulation to precisely
express the ACOPF in operational circumstances. To test the pro-
posed method and prove its scalability in Cao et al. (2019), a more
complex microgrids structure based on IEEE 69-bus power system
with the photovoltaic panels, micro turbines, and battery banks
is adopted.

DC power flow model: To significantly improve the computa-
tional efficiency of complex optimization problems, linearization
methods are often used for the power flow equations. Therefore,
a linearized version, also known as DC optimum power flow
(DCOPF), is often employed in practical applications. To create
the DCOPF model, the following simplification assumptions are
introduced (Zhao et al., 2019): (1) Each line has negligible shunt
conductance and series resistance. Only the lines’ series reactance
is taken into account. (2) The voltage magnitudes are uniform
and equal to one per unit. (3) A slight voltage angle variation is
expected between the nodes that make up a line, nodes i and j.
The DCOPF approach was used in Refs. Odetayo et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018) to represent power flow in a power system and
the modified IEEE 24-bussystem and the IEEE two-area RTS-96
system were adopted to test the proposed approaches.

3.2.3. Uncertainty handling
The new power systems establish mature infrastructural con-

ditions for users to participate in system energy management
and energy trading actively. With the maturation of the mar-
ket mechanism for energy and service trading, the number of
players in system energy management and market trading will
505
gradually expand. Participants with diverse market participation
patterns and habits will make different decisions as energy prices
fluctuate, causing energy production and consumption unpre-
dictability. This, together with the intermittent, fluctuating high
proportion of renewable energy and the EV charging power, is
a source of uncertainty. There are two main methods to deal
with uncertainty in planning: stochastic programming and robust
programming, which describe uncertainties through the scenario
and uncertainty sets.

Stochastic programming: The stochastic technique uses a set
of pertinent scenarios based on a well-known probability distri-
bution to explain uncertainty. Thus, the planning is done so that
all operating scenarios are expected to succeed with the aid of a
look-ahead strategy. As a result, the objective function seeks to
reduce the so-called expected system operation costs, which are
the sum of the investment expenses incurred during the planning
stage and the anticipated costs incurred during the operation
stage (Li et al., 2020). Numerous publications have already been
written about the stochastic planning of power systems. Ref.
Reneses et al. (2006) used a stochastic model for generation plan-
ning that explicitly considers uncertainty and adopted in a system
with two generation companies to illustrate the methodologies.
Ref. Pourahmadi and Kazempour (2021) created a general two-
stage stochastic programming model to plan the EV charging
infrastructure inside an EV parking lot. Stochastic scenarios are
utilized in Ref. Cao et al. (2019) to represent unpredictability. A
joint chance constraint is included to control operational risks
brought on by the uncertain nature of renewable energy gener-
ation and load variation, and contingent islanding brought on by
external disturbances.

Robust programming: Robust programming: A uncertainty
set, which may be created using knowledge of the lower and
upper ranges of the stochastic parameters, is utilized to describe
uncertainty. An uncertainty budget can be added to regulate the
degree of conservatism. In this method, problems with an un-
certain probability distribution and computational intractability
brought on by the scale of the problem are resolved. In order
to ensure that the dispatching solution is workable throughout
the whole uncertainty set, the robust approach involves optimiz-
ing the system for the worst-case situation. On the other hand,
robust planning optimization has a min–max–min structure that
needs to be solved since robust optimization can result in overly
cautious solutions. Numerous studies have already been written
about the reliable planning of power systems. For instance, Ref.
Mei et al. (2014) provided a solid optimization for power system
static reserve planning with extensive wind power integration
to guarantee the sufficiency of the producing capacity. A reliable
generation expansion planning model was created in Ref. Pourah-
madi and Kazempour (2021), considering a family of alternative
probability distributions of wind forecast error uncertainty.

3.2.4. Network planning
Planning for networks is a crucial part of designing a power

system. The two main objectives are the optimal power network
structure for load development in the planning stage and a power
planning strategy that can accommodate the need for affordable
and dependable energy transmission. A significant characteristics
of uncertainty and stochastic behavior has developed in power
sources, which is the result of the connections between stochastic
elements, such as energy storage and weather-sensitive loads,
and renewable energy sources (large-scale wind and solar en-
ergy). Electricity is often provided by a large-scale generation
unit and transferred and delivered to residential, commercial,
and industrial consumers via a network in a centralized power-
producing system (Shao et al., 2021). Rising renewable DG pene-
tration has been viewed as one of the most critical issues for new
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ower systems in recent years. Due to their commercial goods
nd distribution system supply potential, wind turbine and solar
lant generations have drawn attention to renewable DGs. Before
hey may be widely distributed in future power system planners,
owever, a few obstacles must be removed (Fan et al., 2020).
Power system planners have successfully used network plan-

ing in the modern era. Conventional power network planning’s
rimary goal is to determine the most cost-effective way to ex-
and the system’s assets to accommodate growing load demand
nd additional loads while still meeting security and quality
tandards (Yao et al., 2014). However, conventional power net-
orks are evolving into new power systems with the widespread

ncrease in DG penetration, mostly brought on by policy-making
or renewable energy and its significant operational and planning
enefits (Li et al., 2018). The economy and technology face sig-
ificant hurdles due to this change. The technologies can offer
ssential answers to accomplish system stability, reliability, and
ustainability as a system with adjustable mechanisms and vari-
ble energies. Applications involving wind and solar electricity
an successfully utilize this strategy (Hu and Li, 2010). On the
ther hand, it has been demonstrated that key network man-
gement strategies, including demand side management, wind,
olar, and continuous reactive power compensation, can reduce
perating costs and obviate irrational investments in new power
ystem design. There are numerous publications out there that
iscuss network planning. For instance, Ref. Cao et al. (2019)
eveloped a stochastic conic program model with chance con-
traints for networked microgrid planning. A novel multi-stage
odel to ascertain the best sub-transmission system expansion
lanning was proposed in Ref. Jalali et al. (2014). To address the
ssue of optimal planning in integrated power distribution and EV
harging systems, Ref. Yao et al. (2014) presents a multi-objective
ollaborative planning technique.

.2.5. Equipment planning
The issue of equipment planning in new power systems mainly

nvolves determining the capacity and location of EV charging
tations and energy storage systems.
Generation: Power-generating facility operations have tra-

ditionally been organized hierarchically. Depending on their
influence horizon, planning decisions are categorized as long-,
medium-, or short-term (Pourahmadi and Kazempour, 2021). A
long-term decision often takes more than three years to make,
a medium-term one takes a few months to two years, and a
short-term one takes place the next week. As the time horizon
of interest lengthens, less information is available about the
power system and time intervals (Mi et al., 2021). Longer-term
decision levels must take into account the resource allocation
requirements they will generate (Odetayo et al., 2018). Coordina-
tion between decision levels is especially important to guarantee
that specific operational factors that may arise in the medium
term (such as hydrothermal coordination, annual or monthly
take-or-pay contracts with minimum fuel consumption require-
ments, annual emission allowances, etc.) are explicitly taken
into account (Zhang et al., 2013). There are numerous articles
available that discuss generation planning in power systems. For
instance, Ref. Reneses et al. (2006) examined the synchronization
between the short-term functioning of a power generation in a
power system and medium-term generation planning. The ideal
sub-transmission system expansion planning considers deploying
dispersed generation over the planning periods described in Ref.
Jalali et al. (2014). Models for generation expansion planning used
the specific operation limitations from Ref. Li et al. (2020).

EV Charging Station: Using a stated objective function and
ubject to associated constraints, the EV Charging Station Op-
imal Planning Problem seeks to determine the locations and
506
capacities of new charging stations to be built (Fan et al., 2020).
It is generally believed that a single business coordinates the
development of EV charging stations with the main objective of
satisfying the demand for charging based on EV driving habits
and battery capacity. Additionally, power system efficiency and
dependability, as well as limiting power system losses brought
on by EV charging power flows, are considered (Yao et al., 2014).
Because of this, the main objective of the EV charging station
planning problem typically consists of two parts. Two parts of
the power network are reduced power losses and node voltage
changes. The other is to increase the time each charging station
is used, as measured by the total amount of EV traffic flowing
along the EV travel routes in the traffic network. Numerous
articles are available that describe the planning of EV charging
stations in power systems. For instance, Ref. Chen et al. (2019)
looked into the problem of designing a charging facility for an
investor in EV charging stations who wanted to serve EV users
with unpredictable requirements and behaviors while incurring
lower economic costs for both the charging facilities and actual
operation. According to Ref. Li et al. (2021a), Cournot competition
game model is employed to optimize the competitive resource
allocation strategy for charger planning in a market-based sys-
tem. To solve this model, a multi-relation graph convolutional
network-based encoder–decoder deep architecture is utilized in
this method to estimate the EV charging demand. A method of
coordinated planning for power distribution networks and EV
charging stations, considering on-site batteries, is suggested in
Ref. Shao et al. (2021). The Ref. Duan et al. (2020) suggests a
strategy for PEV fast-charging station cost reduction planning that
considers the effects of queue and driving time.

Energy Storage System: By storing energy during periods of
low load and releasing it during periods of high load, an efficient
energy storage system can help to lessen the unpredictability
of renewable energy sources like wind and solar power. It is
acknowledged that energy storage is a crucial part of the current
power grid. Additionally, it is currently financially viable. How to
determine the long-term system value of battery energy storage
in systems with significant and rising wind and solar penetration
has been studied. Since millions of users are already served by
energy storage or will be in the future, optimizing expansion
planning in this industry is crucial. Optimizing expansion plan-
ning for energy storage is crucial because it will impact millions
of consumers whose load demand is already being fulfilled or
will be in the future by new power systems. The energy storage
expansion planning problem has been addressed using various
mathematical optimization techniques, including linear program-
ming, non-linear programming, mixed-integer linear program-
ming, and heuristic optimization techniques, like the genetic
algorithm. However, different real-world factors add more and
more ambiguity to the scenario, making it harder and harder to
find the best growth strategies. Numerous articles are available
that describe the planning of energy storage systems in power
systems. As an illustration, Ref. Oderinwale et al. (2019) examined
how energy storage affects power investment planning. To reduce
the investment cost of integrating additional natural gas-fired
generators and storage necessary to provide desired confidence
levels of fulfilling future stochastic power and natural gas de-
mands, Ref. Odetayo et al. (2018) offered a chance-constrained
programming technique.

3.3. Summary

The rapid growth of DGs and the emergence of V2G technolo-
gies pose new problems for future power systems. Integration
and synergistic planning of new power systems have garnered
increased attention as a viable technique to increase flexibility
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nd promote RES penetration. The design of new power systems
t various levels, according to the most recent literature, offers
ignificant advantages in terms of overall planning costs, support
or renewable power generation, and dependability. This study
xamines the problem of optimal design of new power systems
rom all angles, including a complete description of the many
hysical properties and feasible optimization methodologies. Ta-
le 1 covers the most significant literature on new power system
lanning.
Following is a summary of the review’s key findings:
(1) Choosing an acceptable control structure is critical. Control

tructures for new power systems are usually divided into three
ategories depending on the system structure: local control, cen-
ralized control, or distributed control. Each control method has
ts characteristics regarding mathematical models and solution
ethods. Most of the methods adopted at exiting papers are
entralized control. However, due to its high computational effi-
iency and fast convergence, the distributed method will become
he mainstream method of new power system planning in the
uture.

(2) The optimal power flow is divided into ACOPF and DCOPF.
hen considering DCOPF, the sub-power is not considered, and

he default voltage of all nodes is one p.u. When considering
COPF, the sub-power and the voltages of different nodes are
lso considered. DCOPF is a linear convex function, easy to solve.
COPF is non-linear and non-convex, difficult to solve.
(3) Since changing renewable generation and charging loads

re mirrored in the power network, new power systems must
redict the uncertainties associated with these factors. Analysis of
he benefits and drawbacks of various methods for dealing with
ncertainty leads to identifying robust optimization as a suitable
trategy for system design.
(4) Network planning technologies can offer important an-

wers for achieving the objective of system stability, reliabil-
ty, and sustainability since they are a system with controllable
echanisms and universal energies.
(5) EV charging station planning can maximize the advantage

f geographic space. Energy storage planning can design the
ddress and capacity of energy storage systems from the planning
tage, thus helping new power systems to consume new energy
etter.

. Prospects of research on key technologies and future direc-
ions

.1. Prospects of research on key technologies

Given the technical difficulties in the existing research, the
lanning of new power systems should have the following tech-
ical characteristics:
(1) As the source-network-load-storage characteristics be-

ome more tightly related, the collaborative complementary op-
imum allocation should be given more thought. The relationship
etween generating and network planning is increasingly clear.
s a result, greater emphasis should be placed on the compli-
entary correlation features of source, load, and storage and the
oordination of source-network planning.
(2) The market framework should prioritize user-side flexible

esource planning. The unique features of new power systems
nable consumers to actively participate in energy trade and
ystem energy management. As a series of user-side schedulable
lexible resources play an increasingly important role in system
onfiguration, changes in user energy strategy under the market
ramework and the game among many stakeholders should be
onsidered in configuration optimization.
(3) The technical and economic impact of the high propor-

ion of renewable energy should be thoroughly considered in
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generation and network planning. The old planning method un-
dervalues the technical and economic impact of large proportion
penetration of renewable energy, resulting in a lack of scientific
capacity calculation. Furthermore, the great controllability of a DC
system for distributed generation and the ability to perform the
rapid spatial transfer of regional energy make generation capac-
ity and access mode (centralized/decentralized) more flexible in
planning. Varying access mechanisms and generation capabilities
correspond to different operating expenses.

4.2. Future direction

4.2.1. System interdependence
As EV adoption rises, it will be easier to see the system-wide

interconnection between transportation and power distribution
infrastructures. The synergy of power and transportation systems
will bring many new challenges to the future synergistic planning
of power systems and transportation systems. For example, more
planning binary variables will cause the problem to be more
difficult to solve. The mobility characteristics of EV users would
also be considered in the future based on the UE model (Nesterov,
2000). Therefore, the future collaborative planning of power and
transportation systems will become a research hotspot.

4.2.2. Various EV charging response
Utilizing the demand response capabilities of individual elec-

tric vehicles and electric buses appears to offer a very promising
way to enhance system operating conditions. Please remember
that driving styles for private vehicles, buses, and metro trains
differ because buses cannot change their routes, and metro trains
do not encounter traffic congestion. Electric buses and metro
trains are effective demand response providers because a trans-
portation authority regularly schedules them. Private EVs and
rapid charging facilities are expected to take part in demand
response programs in the future if optimal incentive decisions are
made.

4.2.3. System resilience
It is critical to investigate the resilience of such infrastructures

in the face of harsh weather and natural disasters, to activate
immediate plans for system restoration and repair and emergency
evacuation. In a catastrophic power outage, EVs and energy stor-
age can provide valuable backup electric energy. Furthermore,
inconsistency in one system can spread to the other. It is also crit-
ical to investigate how power flows are affected by a disaster to
identify weak components that require upgrading or expansion.

4.2.4. Planning evaluation
A comprehensive evaluation of the planning scheme New

evaluation indicators should be developed to account for the new
characteristics of new power systems in energy efficiency and
coordination. It is vital to establish moderate weights and design
the index system while keeping the goals of economics, depend-
ability, renewable energy utilization, and environmental compat-
ibility in mind. The evaluation method that best matches the
index system should be used to thoroughly analyze the optimized
planned configuration and provide the best decision assistance.

5. Conclusions

This paper first analyzes the physical characteristics of new
power systems in terms of system structure and describes the
main elements of new power systems, i.e., distributed gener-
ation (DG) and electric vehicle (EV) charging load. Integrating
DGs and EV charging loads makes new power systems flexible

in flexible networking, rich operation control modes, and tight
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Table 1
Selected relevant references reported in the literature. (SP: stochastic programming. RO: robust optimization. EVCS: EV charging station. ESS: energy storage
system.)
Reference Control strategy Model Uncertainties Network planning Equipment planning Year Sample size

Local Centralized Distributed Generation EVCS ESS

Reneses et al. (2006) – Yes – – Yes(SP) – Yes – – 2006 A system with two generation
companies

Li et al. (2021a) – Yes – – – – – Yes – 2021 Real data set from Sydney,
Australia

Mei et al. (2014) – Yes – ACOPF Yes(RO) – Yes – – 2014 IEEE RTS test system

Cao et al. (2019) – Yes – ACOPF Yes(SP) Yes – – – 2019 IEEE 69-bus power system with
the photovoltaic panels, micro
turbines, and battery banks

Odetayo et al. (2018) – Yes – DCOPF Yes(SP) – Yes – Yes 2018 20 years integrated expansion plan
based on a ieee 30 bus test
system

Li et al. (2018) – Yes – DCOPF Yes(SP) Yes – – – 2018 Modified IEEE 24-bussystem and
the IEEE two-area RTS-96 system

Li et al. (2020) – Yes – – Yes(SP) – Yes – – 2020 Actual power grid in one province
of China

Chen et al. (2019) – Yes – – Yes(SP) – – Yes – 2019 Three EV charging stations with
100 parking spaces at residential
areas, workplaces and other places,
respectively.

Pourahmadi and Kazempour (2021) – Yes – ACOPF Yes(RO) – Yes – – 2021 Modified IEEE 118-node test
system

Shao et al. (2021) – Yes – DCOPF – Yes – Yes – 2021 A transportation system modified
from Xi’an City in China with 39
intersections and 132 main road
arcs and a modified IEEE-14
distribution network.

Fan et al. (2020) – Yes – ACOPF Yes(SP) Yes – Yes – 2020 54-node distribution network
intertwined with a 25-node
transportation system

Yao et al. (2014) – Yes – ACOPF – Yes – Yes – 2014 23-Node Distribution and 20-Node
Transportation System

Hu and Li (2010) – Yes – ACOPF – Yes – – – 2010 IEEE 30-bus benchmark system

Jalali et al. (2014) – Yes – ACOPF – Yes Yes – – 2014 5 existing and 17 candidate
substations that feed 62 load
points

Mi et al. (2021) – Yes – DCOPF Yes(SP) – Yes – – 2021 A provincial power grid covering
2020 to 2026

Zhang et al. (2013) – Yes – – – – Yes – – 2013 The test system with 17,000 MW
generations as total installed
capacity and the planning horizon
assumed to be 5 years

Duan et al. (2020) – Yes – – – – – Yes – 2020 Real trajectory data in Beijing
urban area

Oderinwale et al. (2019) – Yes – – – – Yes – Yes 2019 A strategic generation company
source-network-load-storage coupling. Given these new features,
based on the summary of the basic system planning models, this
paper summarizes and concludes the existing literature on the
planning of power systems from five perspectives, i.e., control
methods, power flow calculation, uncertainty handling, network
planning, and equipment planning. In addition, the key issues
of new power systems are summarized, and future research di-
rections are also proposed, including system interdependence,
various EV charging response, system resilience, and planning
evaluation.
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